Comprehensive Insurance and Risk Management for Social Service & Human Service Providers

Your insurance policy may provide the coverage you need to protect and sustain your organization, but is it backed by personal service and value? If not, consider an insurance program that is.

Irwin Siegel Agency, Inc. provides custom insurance programs for the Social and Human Service Organizations who provide an array of services in response to the overwhelming need for improvement in the lives of individuals. Our comprehensive Social Service and Community Action Policy is individualized to meet the specific needs of the organization.

Key Benefits:
- Fundraising / Special Events
- Abuse and Molestation Coverage
- HIPAA Coverage
- Complimentary Safety Resources
- Affordable Background Checks
- Available In All States
Comprehensive Package Coverage
We have been a leader of package insurance programs for the Social and Human Services field for over 40 years. We know that no two organizations are exactly alike—our experienced underwriters take the time to understand each provider’s needs to determine appropriate coverage and risk management solutions. **Our package program includes:**

**Proactive Risk Management**
Our Risk Management Division provides access to safety resources and services such as risk evaluations, consultations, training seminars, and webinars—all to help manage risks before they become losses. **Insureds can also take advantage of:**
- Video Lending Library
- Online Training
- Discounted Partner Services

**Coverage Highlights:**
- Property
- Crime
- Commercial Auto
- General Liability
- Professional Liability
- Umbrella

**Also Available:**
- Cyber Liability
- Directors & Officers Liability
- Employment Practices Liability
- Fiduciary Liability
- Pollution Legal Liability
- Volunteer & Youth Accident Coverage

**How To Get A Quote**
We will work with your current local agent or broker to provide a competitive quote—no need to change brokers. Visit [www.siegelagency.com](http://www.siegelagency.com) for eligibility requirements and detailed information about our program.

This document is for illustrative purposes only and is not a contract. It is intended to provide a product summary. Only the policy can provide the actual terms, conditions, and exclusions.